
Stimulus (What is the wow start? How are you going to capture children’s interest?): 

Enrichment (Visits/visitors/trips): visit to the beach , visit from an artist.  

English-  Key Texts 
Key skills: story writing, persuasive writing and 
description 
Story openers /Character development 
Justify a point of view 
Grammar—full stops, capital letters, sentence  
structure including noun phrases, correct tense 
introduction of terminology, grammatical patterns 
to explain function . 
Main outcome: Persuading an alien to stay 
Alien story 
Alien description 
  

Computing 

Skills: E-safety awareness/understanding how 

to save and retrieve work. Using text and     

images. Accessing a program. Algorithms ,    

creating /debugging  & predicting simple      

programs.  

Main outcomes: Maze space game  

Maths - Divergent Thinking Problems 

Skills: 

Applying knowledge/Justifying choices and 

decisions/Finding systematic  

Methods/Recording accurately  

Main outcome: systematic problem solving 

by drawing, creating tables, patterns and lists. 

 

P.S.H.E & C / R.E. 

Skills: compare and explain similarities and 

differences. 

Managing change 

Islam 

 

P.E. 

Skills: Gym: travelling/balancing. Linking 

movements together. Dance: responding to 

stimuli in movement/choosing movements 

to create a dance. Using different levels/

direction/speed. Games: throwing/

catching, choosing & applying skills to make 

up games. 

Values: 

Collaboration, perseverance, courage, 

 bravery , honesty, tolerance, friendship,  

understanding . 

Title: Moving on up 

No of Weeks:  

Date: Summer 

Year Group: 2 

Geography: 

Skills:  

Main Outcome:  Bird’s eye view map of beach 

Art: Plate alien art 

Artist : Georgia O’Keefe 

Skills: line drawings—tone and shade pattern & 

texture. Painting colour mixing ,  light & shade, 

tone,  interpretation of style (impressionism)  

Use drawing and painting to develop and share 

ideas , experiences and imagination.  To under-

stand a range of artists and make links to own 

work.  

Main outcome:  

Alien art and Georgia O’Keefe 

 

D&T 

Skills: Wheels 

 

Main outcome: Moon buggy 

 

Science: (2nd half) 

Skills:  understanding of exercise, 

healthy eating & hygiene . 

Food 

Main outcome: Fit for Life week  

 

Music (PPA—look at composition planning) 

Skills: playing untuned instrument 

Use voices expressively 

Express feelings about different types of music 

Main outcome: End of year celebration for 

parents 


